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	Ten practical projects that exercise your skill, build your confidence, and help you master jQuery


	Overview

	
		See how many of jQuery's methods and properties are used in real situations. Covers jQuery 1.9.
	
		Learn to build jQuery from source files, write jQuery plugins, and use jQuery UI and jQuery Mobile.
	
		Familiarise yourself with the latest related technologies like HTML5, CSS3, and frameworks like Knockout.js.



	In Detail


	jQuery is used by millions of people to write JavaScript more easily and more quickly. It has become the standard tool for web developers and designers to add dynamic, interactive elements to their sites, smoothing out browser inconsistencies and reducing costly development time.


	jQuery Hotshot walks you step by step through 10 projects designed to familiarise you with the jQuery library and related technologies. Each project focuses on a particular subject or section of the API, but also looks at something related, like jQuery's official templates, or an HTML5 feature like localStorage. Build your knowledge of jQuery and related technologies.


	Learn a large swathe of the API, up to and including jQuery 1.9, by completing the ten individual projects covered in the book.


	Some of the projects that we'll work through over the course of this book include a drag-and-drop puzzle game, a browser extension, a multi-file drag-and-drop uploader, an infinite scroller, a sortable table, and a heat map.


	Learn which jQuery methods and techniques to use in which situations with jQuery Hotshots.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Learn how to use the latest version of jQuery (1.9) in real-world situations.
	
		Create a jQuery plugin structured for organisation and maintainability.
	
		Construct a custom version of jQuery using Node.js and Grunt.js, and learn how to run unit tests using qUnit.
	
		Build on top of online services like Google Maps to create interactive interfaces.
	
		Use templating frameworks to easily and efficiently create repetitive areas of the page populated with data.
	
		Get started with the related jQuery-powered frameworks jQuery UI and jQuery Mobile.
	
		Produce interactive interfaces that respond to user interactions using the Model-View-View Model framework Knockout.js.
	
		Use the latest web standards like HTML5 and CSS3 to create attractive and semantic web pages.



	Approach


	This book takes a hands-on, tutorial-style approach that walks you step -by -step through 10 individual projects that each focus on producing a specific, real-world product or application.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is aimed primarily at front-end developers, preferably already with a little jQuery experience, or those people that simply want to build on their existing skills with jQuery.
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SOA Made SimplePackt Publishing, 2012

	Discover the true meaning behind the buzzword that is 'Service Oriented Architecture'

	
		Get to grips with clear definitions of 'Service' and 'Architecture' to understand the full SOA picture
	
		Read about SOA in simple terms from Oracle ACE Directors for SOA and Middleware in this book and...
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A+ Guide to Hardware: Managing, Maintaining and TroubleshootingCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Written by best-selling author and instructor Jean Andrews, this edition maps fully to the 2006 A+ Exams. This full-color guide is designed to be the most complete, step-by-step book available for learning the fundamentals of supporting and troubleshooting computer hardware. Video clips are available on the accompanying CD so readers can watch...
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CompTIA A+ Practice Tests: Exam 220-901 and Exam 220-902Sybex, 2017

	Bring your A game to the CompTIA A+ Certification exam


	Practice tests are an excellent way for certification candidates to prepare for taking exams, and the well-crafted questions and detailed answers you'll find inside will help give you the confidence to succeed on exam day. With 100% coverage of Exam 220-901 and Exam...
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Designing Steel Structures for Fire SafetyCRC Press, 2009
Structural design in fire conditions is conceptually similar to structural design in normal temperature conditions, but often more difficult because of internal forces induced by thermal expansion, strength reduction due to elevated temperatures, much larger deflections, and numerous other factors. Before making any design decisions it is...
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Just-In-Time Math for EngineersNewnes, 2003

	Just-In-Time Math is a concise review and summary of the mathematical principles needed by all engineering professionals. Topics covered include differential calculus, integral calculus, complex numbers, differential equations, engineering statistics, and partial derivatives. Numerous example engineering problems are included to show readers...
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The Language of Game Theory : Putting Epistemics into the Mathematics of GamesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2014

	This volume contains eight papers written by Adam Brandenburger and his co-authors over a period of 25 years. These papers are part of a program to reconstruct game theory in order to make how players reason about a game a central feature of the theory. The program now called epistemic game theory extends the classical definition of a game...
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